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15 Ways to Make $10,000 
in the Next 30 Days from 

Putting Out Signs:
Signs are badass.

How to assign deals off of Zillow for $30,000+ without doing ANY work to them...
How a single sign can create a residual $10,000 a month for 3 years...
Use signs to grow plants 20x times faster and end world hunger...?
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Adult film star Azam Meo 
(he/him) leaves his life of 
debauchery behind.
The real life story of a how one man beat his not-stop sex addiction 
with the power of neon yellow, handwritten signs.

BigReia.com



Zero Point Energy 
Principle.

There is nearly infinite energy in the smallest imaginable space/vacuum.

All matter we see/touch/know is less than 1% of the universe, dark matter/energy.

Much like opportunity there is an endless source of it right in front of you, you just 
need the right ladder.

Empire Building Mission:
See the opportunity.
Build your ladder.
Help others buid their ladder.
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1.) For Rent Model
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I've talked about this many times but it still remains one of the fastest ways 
to make money in real estate.

You can easily make $3,000, $5,000, $10,000 and more in weeks, days or 
even hours - go through my success stories for more on this.

You can also check out the Signs Class, the 21 Ways to Make Money in the 
Next 24 Hours Class and the Wholesale Investing 101 for Beginners for more. 

Get a for rent/sale house, use signs to find a lease option tenant.



2.) MLS For Rent and L/O
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You can have your realtor (or use their/your MLS info) to find houses for rent or 
lease option and work with the agent. 

First do a GXM and market the house, second talk to them about the owner and 
do that to find investors.

Third, use the leftover buyers and tenant buyers to find houses that the 
investors can buy for them.



3.) A Self Serve with Buyers  
       and Sellers.
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One of our ALL time favorites, put out signs for sellers then change for buyers

There is NO industry or business that can not benefit from a Self Serve

We usually start with buyers but you can do it either way.



4.) A Self Serve with a GROUP
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This is one of the fastest, easiest ways to create 10-30k/mo.

You have a volunteer group for example and everybody puts a sign up in their yard

First you find sellers and then buyers, the opposite or some other variation for 
situation



5.) New Construction Houses
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This is one of the easiest ways to make money in real estate.  (drink)

Go to a new neighborhood that is still being built and find their weekend signs, 
post your ugly sign right in the middle.

Now send those same buyers back to that builder and you make $5,000+

You can move in Friday - FREE Pool Upgrade - No Qual - ZERO DOWN, etc.

Use the same signs as normal but then test new headlines.



6.) Find Cash Buyers for Agents
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You generate cash buyer (investor) leads for realtors and/or investors and get 
paid on the transactions and/or per appointment $500+

Take houses in target area and use the signs and/or put signs up in yards of newly 
bought houses that were paid for in cash, third just signs in area in general

"Must SELL"                                  MUST SELL BY FRIDAY!                         
3BD/2BA in Brookshire                 300k house selling for 100k
Cash buyers only!                         Needs work 3/2BA on Johnson   
NUMBER:                                      Cash Buyers ONLY 
                                                     NUMBER

HOUSE up for AUCTION!
300k house on Johson
Bidding starts 20k highest
bidder wins Sunday. CASH ONLY
NUMBER



7.) Find Bird Dogs
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They can find YOU properties or for you investor and you get paid $500+ for each.  
This can be from home, calling or includes driving for dollars - they're your scouts.

Overworked real estate needs help!
I'll teach you the business and how to
find me deals, we'll split the $$$
NUMBER

I flip houses, find me deals
and I'll pay you $5,000 for
each deal. Will train you for FREE.
NUMBER

I Flip Houses
Find me deals and make
$5,000/mo part time. 
Free training: 
NUMBER
(24 hours)



8.) Commercial Tenants
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Whenever you see retail/commercial/office space "for lease" or "space available" 
CALL them, you can get paid per transaction OR per lead, per appointment, per 
sign, per call, per email as a consultant, etc.   (6 ways to avoid license issues)  

You can use the same verbiage just put it on an ugly sign.  Great resource to look for 
residential agents who list a commercial it will be a 2M "house" with 20 bedrooms lol

With Triple NET everything is passed through the tenant so only expense is debt 
service SO sign income can change everything.



9.) Commercial Space Trade
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Take the money they owe you and apply it to the landlord, the broker, the owner, 
etc. so that you have a bank of "free" rent financed.

Then you can offer "I'll pay you rent for the first year" to a gym, restaurant, medical 
practice or some other business that you want. Leads from business brokers/lenders. 

We don't talk about this much because the LCs will ruin everything and you give up 
leverage, so use our other normal business building to screen them first before invest. 



10.) Custom Home Buyers
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This is one of our New Home Builder Models, so market new "hot" homes for a 
builder just as a GXM and build your buyers list.

Then screen a portion of them and see how many would want outside of "hot" areas for 
a better price, then what the builder would pay for house/land.

Then find properties/land in those areas and bring the whole package to the builder, 
this is an easy way to flip deals right off Zillow for 20-50k.



11.) Vacant Land Models
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Check out our EPIC post on 57 Ways to Make $5,000 with Vacant Land for more.

Whenever you see/find vacant land you can use a sign to test the market at no cost.

*Tiny House on                               * The Smallest House
  Three Acres *                                        in Indiana * 
Romantic country                              Romantic Country
getaway right here                            getaway $150/night
in the city.                                          Call 24 hours
100/night.                                           NUMBER
NUMBER



12.) Businesses for Sale.
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This is a spin-off of the Rent for Equity Trade Model - talk to the commercial 
tenants and big name companies about their research and what compliments 
them. 
Also track gentrification (we have a great class on this) because those are GREAT for 
immediately flips to larger national chains.  Use the business lender terms on the sign.

Gym for Sale                                  *Subway for sale*
  $200,000                                         ZERO DOWN 
Zero down avail                              300k price makes
makes 50k/year                                  120k/year
Call 24 hours                                   Call 24 hours
NUMBER



13.) Mortgage Applications.
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Get calls to a VM and have your mortgage broker take them and run applications.

This is a quick way to add $200 - $500 a DAY and a LOT more to your business, working 
with small brokers is usually better but there are some larger nationwide Providers as well:

Lending Tree - $50 - $150 per lead
Quicken Loans - $75 per lead
Better.com - $150 - $250 per lead

Other Providers:
Gabi Insurance - $5 - $120 per lead
Lexington Law - $50 - 100 (credit repair)  $200,000                                         



14.) Auctions.
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This is a GREAT way to get a ton of VMs and leads, take an asset drop the price and 
start a bidding war, there is no risk when you do this right.

We've done this with houses, cars, clothes, appliances, meals, etc. works with ANYTHING.

CAR AUCTION:
$200k Mercedes
Bidding starts at $30k
Highest bidder wins
it Sunday.
NUMBER

HOUSE AUCTION:
$500k Chaplin Home
Bidding starts at $50k
Highest bidder wins
it Sunday.
NUMBER

SOLD!



15.) Trade.
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This is one of my ALL time favorite ways to do anything, always mention that you 
are open to TRADE with anything.

I'll trade my house for your 
Mercedes/Cadillac Escalade.
NUMBER

Trade houses?
$300k Brookshire house
3BD/2BA will trade for
ranch.
NUMBER

MUST SELL my house
3BD/2BA you can move in 
Friday no qual. 
Will consider TRADE.
NUMBER

MUST SELL
3BD/2BA you can move in 
Friday no qual. trade your care 
as down payment OBO.
NUMBER

EMAIL:
Hi Mark,
I buy and sell houses and was thinking that 
maybe I could trade one of my houses for a 
2019 Cadialac Escalade?

Thoughts?

Thanks!  = )
NUMBER
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Bonus
Shizzle



Bonus Ways: 
A few more ways to stack dem 
Benjamins with signs:
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Business Doubler - signs for an individual person/business.

As a GXM for local business, take pictures of signs for free haircut, ice cream, 
kickboxing classes, etc.

Free list of local garage sales every week: email/site.  (I'll sell your stuff on ebay)

AirBNB - "I'll put your house on AirBNB and we'll split the profits."



Email to Real Estate Folks 
About "Sign Experiments"

BigReia.com

Hi there,

I just got off the phone and with Dina and she said that I should ask you about this:

I have been doing some "sign experiments" for real estate folks to help them get (motivated) 
seller leads.  I post hand written signs as well have "human billboards" who dance at busy 
intersections while holding or pointing to signs.

The last investor/s I worked with, (NAME) got about 100 motivated seller leads a month and 
closed 3-4 deals out of that group every month or so.  Right now I'm looking for some good 
real estate investors and/or agents to try and repeat these results with.

So Dina thought you would be a good fit or know somebody in real estate who would be a 
good fit, I'd love your help in finding somebody who can handle volume that we can run this 
experiment with.

Please let me know what you suggest, I'd really appreciate it - Thanks so much!  = )



Email to Real Estate Folks 
About "Sign Experiments"
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Hi there,

If you remember Dina suggested that I contact you so I just want to make sure you got my last 
email?

I'd love your input about the "Sign Experiments" and getting 100 motivated seller leads from 
signs and helping me find good real estate folks to connect with about that, I'd appreciate if 
you could let me know your thoughts.

Thanks so much!  = )

LAST EMAIL- Once a Week 

Hi there,

Did you ever talk with Dina about this?  She said I should ask you about the "Sign Experiment" 
and getting 100 motivated seller leads a month, I mentioned this in my last email too.  Ideas? 
Thanks so much!  = )



Email to Company About
"Sign Experiments"
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Hi there,

I saw your ad and wanted to talk to somebody about an intern program.  I 
don't think you have one so could we create one?  I would come and work for 
you for free and for the experience and after a few weeks I could get a 
recommendation letter from you?

I have to intern/volunteer somewhere and I want to get into the business so I 
thought I would check with you instead of doing an internship at a random 
place.  What do you think?

Please let me know if this would work for you or who I should talk to.

Thanks!  = ) 



Email to Company About
"Sign Experiments"
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Hi there,

I saw your ad and wanted to talk to somebody about an intern program.  I 
don't think you have one so could we create one?  I would come and work for 
you for free and for the experience and after a few weeks I could get a 
recommendation letter from you?

Right now I've been doing "sign experiments" where I post hand-written signs 
and sometimes I hold them and dance at busy intersections.  This is to 
generate motivated seller leads.  Maybe we could see how that would help 
you?

Please let me know if this would work for you or who I should talk to.

Thanks!  = ) 



15 Ways to Hire People to Get 
Your Signs and Dancers Out. 
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1 - Craigslist.org under "gigs" 

2 - https://www.SimpleCrew.com

3 - https://www.AscentTalent.com

4 - https://ww.GoGorillamedia.com

5 - https://www.TheHypeAgency.com

6 - https://www.ATNEventStaffing.com

7 - https://www.indeed.com/q-Real-Estate-Signage-jobs.html

8 - Talk with realtors and use their people.

9 - Hire newspaper carriers and paperboys.

10 - Hire on Fiverr to have them find somebody local.

11 - Send sellers instructions or signs for them to use.

12 - Talk with your property managers for this as well.

13 - Contractors are good to do this at current locations.

14 - Volunteer groups are GREAT for signs and this work.

One of our Favs:  Signs on your car... and on other cars.



So What Did We Go Over?
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1.)  For Rent Model
2.)  MLS For Rent and Lease Options
3.)  Self Serve with Buyers and Sellers
4.)  Self Serve with a Group
5.)  New Construction Houses
6.)  Find Cash Buyers for Agents/Investors
7.)  Find Bird Dogs and Property Scouts
8.)  Commercial Tenants
9.)  Commercial Space Trade
10.)  Custom Home Buyers
11.)  Vacant Land Models
12.)  Businesses for Sale
13.)  Mortgage Applications
14.)  Auctions
15.)  Trading

Bonus Mother Grabbers 
Bonus One: Business Doubler
Bonus Two: GXM for Local Business
Bonus Three: Free List of Garage Sales
Bonus Four: AirBNB Model



So What Did We Go Over?
(lotsa brilliance)
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We covered more than 19 ways that any real estate investor can make 
$10,000 in the next 30 days (and every month after that) from putting out 
signs.

We went over 15 ways to get your signs out without you lifting a finger and 
never having to leave your house.

We also went over the EXACT Compliance Dialog, emails, texts and campaigns 
that you can copy and paste and use TODAY.

We went over a lot more too...



Remember:
Nothing in your life changes 
until your standards change. 
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